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Introduction To Radiological Physics
And Radiation Dosimetry
The fifth edition of this respected book encompasses
all the advances and changes that have been made
since it was last revised. It not only presents new
ideas and information, it shifts its emphases to
accurately reflect the inevitably changing
perspectives in the field engendered by progress in
the understanding of radiological physics. The rapid
development of computing technology in the three
decades since the publication of the fourth edition
has enabled the equally rapid expansion of
radiology, radiation oncology, nuclear medicine and
radiobiology. The understanding of these clinical
disciplines is dependent on an appreciation of the
underlying physics. The basic radiation physics of
relevance to clinical oncology, radiology and nuclear
medicine has undergone little change over the last
70 years, so much of the material in the introductory
chapters retains the essential flavour of the fourth
edition, updated as required. This book is written to
help the practitioners in these fields understand the
physical science, as well as to serve as a basic tool
for physics students who intend working as medical
radiation physicists in these clinical fields. It is the
authors’ hope that students and practitioners alike
will find the fifth edition of The Physics of Radiology
lucid and straightforward.
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This publication is aimed at students and teachers
involved in programmes that train medical physicists
for work in diagnostic radiology. It provides, in the
form of a syllabus, a comprehensive overview of the
basic medical physics knowledge required for the
practice of modern diagnostic radiology. This makes
it particularly useful for graduate students and
residents in medical physics programmes. The
material presented in the publication has been
endorsed by the major international organisations
and is the foundation for academic and clinical
courses in both diagnostic radiology physics and in
emerging areas such as imaging in radiotherapy.
The book bridges the gap between existing health
physics textbooks and reference material needed by
a practicing health physicist as the 21st century
progresses. This material necessarily encompasses
emerging radiation-generating technologies,
advances in existing technology, and applications of
existing technology to new areas. The book is written
for advanced undergraduate and graduate science
and engineering courses. It is also be a useful
reference for scientists and engineers.
The textbook begins with exercises related to
radioactive sources and decay schemes. The
problems covered include series decay and how to
determine the frequency and energy of emitted
particles in disintegrations. The next chapter deals
with the interaction of ionizing radiation, including the
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treatment of photons and charged particles. The
main focus is on applications based on the
knowledge of interaction, to be used in subsequent
work and courses. The textbook then examines
detectors and measurements, including both
counting statistics and properties of pulse detectors.
The chapter that follows is dedicated to dosimetry,
which is a major subject in medical radiation physics.
It covers theoretical applications, such as different
equilibrium situations and cavity theories, as well as
experimental dosimetry, including ionization
chambers and solid state and liquid dosimeters. A
shorter chapter deals with radiobiology, where
different cell survival models are considered. The
last chapter concerns radiation protection and health
physics. Both radioecology and radiation shielding
calculations are covered. The textbook includes
tables to simplify the solutions of the exercises, but
the reader is mainly referred to important websites
for importing necessary data.
Explains principles, instrumentation, function,
application and limitations of all radiological
techniques. Presented from perspective of medical
physicists. Highly useful for postgraduates in medical
physics and radiology, and FRCR candidates.
This book provides a first authoritative text on
radiochromic film, covering the basic principles,
technology advances, practical methods, and
applications. It focuses on practical uses of
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radiochromic film in radiation dosimetry for
diagnostic x-rays, brachytherapy, radiosurgery,
external beam therapies (photon, electron, protons),
stereotactic body radiotherapy, intensity-modulated
radiotherapy, and other emerging radiation
technologies. The expert authors address basic
concepts, advantages, and the main applications
including kilovoltage, brachytherapy, megavoltage,
electron beam, proton beam, skin dose, in vivo
dosimetry, postal and clinical trial dosimetry. The
final chapters discuss the state of the art in
microbeam, synchrotron radiation, and ultraviolet
radiation dosimetry.
A straightforward presentation of the broad concepts
underlying radiological physics and radiation
dosimetry for the graduate-level student. Covers
photon and neutron attenuation, radiation and
charged particle equilibrium, interactions of photons
and charged particles with matter, radiotherapy
dosimetry, as well as photographic, calorimetric,
chemical, and thermoluminescence dosimetry.
Includes many new derivations, such as Kramers Xray spectrum, as well as topics that have not been
thoroughly analyzed in other texts, such as broadbeam attenuation and geometrics, and the
reciprocity theorem. Subjects are layed out in a
logical sequence, making the topics easier for
students to follow. Supplemented with numerous
diagrams and tables.
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An up-to-date edition of the authoritative text on the
physics of medical imaging, written in an accessible
format The extensively revised fifth edition of
Hendee's Medical Imaging Physics, offers a guide to
the principles, technologies, and procedures of
medical imaging. Comprehensive in scope, the text
contains coverage of all aspects of image formation
in modern medical imaging modalities including
radiography, fluoroscopy, computed tomography,
nuclear imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, and
ultrasound. Since the publication of the fourth
edition, there have been major advances in the
techniques and instrumentation used in the everchanging field of medical imaging. The fifth edition
offers a comprehensive reflection of these advances
including digital projection imaging techniques,
nuclear imaging technologies, new CT and MR
imaging methods, and ultrasound applications. The
new edition also takes a radical strategy in
organization of the content, offering the
fundamentals common to most imaging methods in
Part I of the book, and application of those
fundamentals in specific imaging modalities in Part
II. These fundamentals also include notable updates
and new content including radiobiology, anatomy
and physiology relevant to medical imaging, imaging
science, image processing, image display, and
information technologies. The book makes an
attempt to make complex content in accessible
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format with limited mathematical formulation. The
book is aimed to be accessible by most
professionals with lay readers interested in the
subject. The book is also designed to be of utility for
imaging physicians and residents, medical physics
students, and medical physicists and radiologic
technologists perpetrating for certification
examinations. The revised fifth edition of Hendee's
Medical Imaging Physics continues to offer the
essential information and insights needed to
understand the principles, the technologies, and
procedures used in medical imaging.
Over recent years there has been a vast expansion
in the variety of imaging techniques available, and
developments in machine specifications continue
apace. If radiologists and radiographers are to obtain
optimal image quality while minimising exposure
times, a good understanding of the fundamentals of
the radiological science underpinning diagnostic
imaging is essential. The second edition of this wellreceived textbook continues to cover all technical
aspects of diagnostic radiology, and remains an
ideal companion during examination preparation and
beyond. The content includes a review of basic
science aspects of imaging, followed by a detailed
explanation of radiological sciences, conventional xray image formation and other imaging techniques.
The enormous technical advances in computed
tomography, including multislice acquisition and 3D
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image reconstruction, digital imaging in the form of
image plate and direct radiography, magnetic
resonance imaging, colour flow imaging in
ultrasound and positron radiopharmaceuticals in
nuclear medicine, are all considered here. A chapter
devoted to computers in radiology considers
advances in radiology information systems and
computer applications in image storage and
communication systems. The text concludes with a
series of general topics relating to diagnostic
imaging. The content has been revised and updated
throughout to ensure it remains in line with the
Fellowship of the Royal College of Radiologists
(FRCR) examination, while European and American
perspectives on technology, guidelines and
regulations ensure international relevance.
Physics for Diagnostic Radiology, Second Edition is
a complete course for radiologists studying for the
FRCR part one exam and for physicists and
radiographers on specialized graduate courses in
diagnostic radiology. It follows the guidelines issued
by the European Association of Radiology for
training. A comprehensive, compact primer, its
analytical approach deals in a logical order with the
wide range of imaging techniques available and
explains how to use imaging equipment. It includes
the background physics necessary to understand the
production of digitized images, nuclear medicine,
and magnetic resonance imaging.
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Khan's Lectures: Handbook of the Physics of
Radiation Therapy will provide a digest of the
material contained in The Physics of Radiation
Therapy. Lectures will be presented somewhat
similar to a PowerPoint format, discussing key points
of individual chapters. Selected diagrams from the
textbook will be used to initiate the discussion. New
illustrations will used, wherever needed, to enhance
the understanding of important concepts. Discussion
will be condensed and often bulleted. Theoretical
details will be referred to the textbook and the cited
literature. A problem set (practice questions) will be
provided at the end of each chapter topic.
This new edition has been fully revised to provide
radiologists with the latest advances in radiological
physics. Divided into six sections, the book begins
with an overview of general physics, followed by a
section on radiation physics. The remaining chapters
cover physics of diagnostic radiology, physics of
nuclear medicine, physics of radiation therapy, and
radiological health and safety. The second edition
features many new topics, recent advances and
detailed explanations of complicated concepts. The
comprehensive text is further enhanced by nearly
350 radiological images, diagrams and tables. Key
points Fully revised new edition providing latest
advances in radiological physics Second edition
features new topics, recent advances and
explanations of complicated concepts Highly
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illustrated with nearly 350 radiological images,
diagrams and tables Previous edition
(9788171798544) published in 2001
Fosters a thorough understand of radiation
dosimetry concepts: detailed solutions to the
exercises in the textbook "Fundamentals of Ionizing
Radiation Dosimetry"!
This money-saving package includes Mosby's
Radiography Online: Physics, 2e, Mosby's
Radiography Online: Imaging, 2e, Mosby's
Radiography Online: Radiobiology and Radiation
Protection, 2e, Bushong: Radiologic Science for
Technologists, 9e, and Bushong: Workbook and Lab
Manual for Radiologic Science for Technologies, 9e.
Please note that due to special assembly
requirements, this package may take up to 10
business days for shipping. If you need immediate
assistance, please call customer service at
1-800-545-2522.
Passenger screening at commercial airports in the United
States has gone through significant changes since the events
of September 11, 2001. In response to increased concern
over terrorist attacks on aircrafts, the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) has deployed security systems of
advanced imaging technology (AIT) to screen passengers at
airports. To date (December 2014), TSA has deployed AITs
in U.S. airports of two different technologies that use different
types of radiation to detect threats: millimeter wave and X-ray
backscatter AIT systems. X-ray backscatter AITs were
deployed in U.S. airports in 2008 and subsequently removed
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from all airports by June 2013 due to privacy concerns. TSA
is looking to deploy a second-generation X-ray backscatter
AIT equipped with privacy software to eliminate production of
an image of the person being screened in order to alleviate
these concerns. This report reviews previous studies as well
as current processes used by the Department of Homeland
Security and equipment manufacturers to estimate radiation
exposures resulting from backscatter X-ray advanced imaging
technology system use in screening air travelers. Airport
Passenger Screening Using Backscatter X-Ray Machines
examines whether exposures comply with applicable health
and safety standards for public and occupational exposures
to ionizing radiation and whether system design, operating
procedures, and maintenance procedures are appropriate to
prevent over exposures of travelers and operators to ionizing
radiation. This study aims to address concerns about
exposure to radiation from X-ray backscatter AITs raised by
Congress, individuals within the scientific community, and
others.
A dynamic and comprehensive overview of the field of health
physics This trusted, one-of-a-kind guide delivers
authoritative and succinctly written coverage of the entire field
of health physics including the biological basis for radiation
safety standards, radioactivity, nuclear reactors, radioactive
waste, and non-ionizing radiation, as well as radiation
dosimetry, radiation instrumentation, and principles of
radiation protection. This thorough overview of need-to-know
topics, from a review of physical principles to a useful look at
the interaction of radiation with matter, offers a problemsolving approach that will serve readers throughout their
careers. More than 470 "Homework Problems" and 175+
"Example Problems" Essential background material on
quantitative risk assessment for radiation exposure Unique
Integration of industrial hygiene with radiation safety
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Authoritative radiation safety and environmental health
coverage that supports the International Commission on
Radiological Protection's standards for specific populations –
now including ICRP 130 recommendations High-yield
appendices to expand comprehension of chapter material
Essential coverage of non-ionizing radiation, lasers and
microwaves, computer use in dose calculation, and dose limit
recommendations NEW to this edition! Expanded information
on tissue and radiation weighting factors, advances in
detectors, and the Fukushima accident
From basic physics principles to the actual process of
producing diagnostic-quality x-rays, Essentials of
Radiographic Physics and Imaging effectively guides you
through the physics and imaging information you need to
excel on your ARRT exam and as a professional
radiographer. The text's clear language and logical
organization help you easily master physics principles as they
apply to imaging, plus radiation production and
characteristics, imaging equipment, film screen image
acquisition and processing, digital image acquisition and
display, basics of computed tomography, image analysis, and
more. Theory to Practice discussions help you link these
principles to real-world applications and practice. An
emphasis on practical information provides just what you
need to know to pass the ARRT exam and to be a competent
practitioner. Integrated coverage of digital radiography
describes how to acquire, process, and display digital images,
and explains the advantages and limitations of digital vs.
conventional imaging processes. Theory to Practice
succinctly explains the application of the concept being
discussed and helps you understand how to use the
information in clinical practice. Make the Connection links
physics and imaging concepts to help you fully appreciate the
importance of both subjects. Math applications demonstrate
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how mathematical concepts and formulas are applied in the
clinical setting. Critical Concepts further explain and
emphasize key points in the chapters. Learning features
highlight important information with an outline, key terms, and
objectives at the beginning of each chapter and a chapter
summary at the end. A glossary of key terms provides a
handy reference.
This comprehensive publication covers all aspects of image
formation in modern medical imaging modalities, from
radiography, fluoroscopy, and computed tomography, to
magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound. It addresses the
techniques and instrumentation used in the rapidly changing
field of medical imaging. Now in its fourth edition, this text
provides the reader with the tools necessary to be
comfortable with the physical principles, equipment, and
procedures used in diagnostic imaging, as well as appreciate
the capabilities and limitations of the technologies.
Containing chapter contributions from over 130 experts, this
unique publication is the first handbook dedicated to the
physics and technology of X-ray imaging, offering extensive
coverage of the field. This highly comprehensive work is
edited by one of the world’s leading experts in X-ray imaging
physics and technology and has been created with guidance
from a Scientific Board containing respected and renowned
scientists from around the world. The book's scope includes
2D and 3D X-ray imaging techniques from soft-X-ray to
megavoltage energies, including computed tomography,
fluoroscopy, dental imaging and small animal imaging, with
several chapters dedicated to breast imaging techniques. 2D
and 3D industrial imaging is incorporated, including imaging
of artworks. Specific attention is dedicated to techniques of
phase contrast X-ray imaging. The approach undertaken is
one that illustrates the theory as well as the techniques and
the devices routinely used in the various fields. Computational
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aspects are fully covered, including 3D reconstruction
algorithms, hard/software phantoms, and computer-aided
diagnosis. Theories of image quality are fully illustrated.
Historical, radioprotection, radiation dosimetry, quality
assurance and educational aspects are also covered. This
handbook will be suitable for a very broad audience, including
graduate students in medical physics and biomedical
engineering; medical physics residents; radiographers;
physicists and engineers in the field of imaging and nondestructive industrial testing using X-rays; and scientists
interested in understanding and using X-ray imaging
techniques. The handbook's editor, Dr. Paolo Russo, has
over 30 years’ experience in the academic teaching of
medical physics and X-ray imaging research. He has
authored several book chapters in the field of X-ray imaging,
is Editor-in-Chief of an international scientific journal in
medical physics, and has responsibilities in the publication
committees of international scientific organizations in medical
physics. Features: Comprehensive coverage of the use of Xrays both in medical radiology and industrial testing The first
handbook published to be dedicated to the physics and
technology of X-rays Handbook edited by world authority, with
contributions from experts in each field
High-yield, image-rich study guide presents complex physics
concepts in reader-friendly format Physics is a key
component of the American Board of Radiology core and
certifying exams, therefore it is an essential area of study for
radiology residents and young radiologists prepping for these
exams. Radiology residents gather their medical physics
knowledge from many sources, often beginning with their first
encounter of a radiologic image. As such, Radiologic Physics
Taught Through Cases by Jonathon A. Nye and esteemed
contributors incorporates an image-rich, case-based layout
conducive to learning challenging physics concepts. The
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book encompasses physical diagnostic radiology scenarios
commonly encountered during residency in a format that
fosters learning and is perfect for board preparation. Seven
technology-specific chapters cover fluoroscopy,
mammography, computed tomography, magnetic resonance
imaging, nuclear medicine, ultrasound imaging, and image
processing. Each chapter features 10 succinct case-based
topics intended to quickly convey information. Key Highlights
Every chapter starts with a general introduction, followed by
case background, images, findings, and a brief explanation of
the physical factors underlying the image's creation and
displayed contrast Schematics detail important radiation
safety topics, such as potential occupational or patient
hazards related to fluoroscopic-guided procedures End-ofchapter references provide inspiration for further study
Review questions with correct answers at the end of each
chapter reinforce key concepts This is a must-have resource
for residents prepping for the radiology core exam review and
early-career radiologists looking for a robust study guide for
radiology certification exam review.
Combining facets of health physics with medicine, An
Introduction to Radiation Protection in Medicine covers the
background of the subject and the medical situations where
radiation is the tool to diagnose or treat human disease.
Encouraging newcomers to the field to properly and efficiently
function in a versatile and evolving work setting, it familiarizes
them with the particular problems faced during the application
of ionizing radiation in medicine. The text builds a
fundamental knowledge base before providing practical
descriptions of radiation safety in medicine. It covers basic
issues related to radiation protection, including the physical
science behind radiation protection and the radiobiological
basis of radiation protection. The text also presents
operational and managerial tools for organizing radiation
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safety in a medical workplace. Subsequent chapters form the
core of the book, focusing on the practice of radiation
protection in different medical disciplines. They explore a
range of individual uses of ionizing radiation in various
branches of medicine, including radiology, nuclear medicine,
external beam radiotherapy, and brachytherapy. With
contributions from experienced practicing physicists, this book
provides essential information about dealing with radiation
safety in the rapidly shifting and diverse environment of
medicine.

Comprehensive medical imaging physics notes aimed at
those sitting the first FRCR physics exam in the UK and
covering the scope of the Royal College of Radiologists
syllabus. Written by Radiologists, the notes are concise
and clearly organised with 100's of beautiful diagrams to
aid understanding. The notes cover all of radiology
physics, including basic science, x-ray imaging, CT,
ultrasound, MRI, molecular imaging, and radiation
dosimetry, protection and legislation. Although aimed at
UK radiology trainees, it is also suitable for international
residents taking similar examinations, postgraduate
medical physics students and radiographers. The notes
provide an excellent overview for anyone interested in
the physics of radiology or just refreshing their
knowledge. This third edition includes updates to reflect
new legislation and many new illustrations, added
sections, and removal of content no longer relevent to
the FRCR physics exam. This edition has gone through
strict critique and evaluation by physicists and other
specialists to provide an accurate, understandable and
up-to-date resource. The book summarises and pulls
together content from the FRCR Physics Notes at
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Radiology Cafe and delivers it as a paperback or eBook
for you to keep and read anytime. There are 7 main
chapters, which are further subdivided into 60 subchapters so topics are easy to find. There is a
comprehensive appendix and index at the back of the
book.
Fundamental Physics of Radiology, Third Edition
provides a general introduction to the methods involving
radioactive isotopes and ultrasonic radiations. This book
provides the fundamental principles upon which the
clinical uses of radioactive isotopes and ultrasonic
radiation depend. Organized into four sections
encompassing 45 chapters, this edition begins with an
overview of the basic facts about matter and energy.
This text then examines the technical details of some
practical X-ray tubes. Other chapters consider the action
of the X-rays on the screen to produce an emission of
visible light photons in amount proportional to the
incident X-ray intensity. This book discusses as well the
fundamental aspects of the physical principles of
radiotherapy, in which most attention is being given to
gamma- and X-rays. The final chapter deals with the
provision of adequate barriers and protective devices to
guarantee the safety of the workers concerned. This
book is a valuable resource for radiologists, physicists,
and scientists.
This publication is aimed at students and teachers
involved in teaching programmes in field of medical
radiation physics, and it covers the basic medical physics
knowledge required in the form of a syllabus for modern
radiation oncology. The information will be useful to
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those preparing for professional certification exams in
radiation oncology, medical physics, dosimetry or
radiotherapy technology.
Learn the professional and patient care skills you need
for clinical practice! A clear, concise introduction to the
imaging sciences, Introduction to Radiologic Sciences
and Patient Care meets the standards set by the
American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT)
Curriculum Guide and the American Registry of
Radiologic Technologists (ARRT) Task List for
certification examinations. Covering the big picture,
expert authors Arlene M. Adler and Richard R. Carlton
provide a complete overview of the radiologic sciences
professions and of all aspects of patient care. More than
300 photos and line drawings clearly demonstrate patient
care procedures. Step-by-step procedures make it easy
to follow learn skills and prepare for clinicals. Chapter
outlines and objectives help you master key concepts.
Key Terms with definitions are presented at the
beginning of each chapter. Up-to-date references are
provided at the end of each chapter. Appendices prepare
you for the practice environment by including practice
standards, professional organizations, state licensing
agencies, the ARRT code of ethics, and patient's rights
information. 100 new photos and 160 new full-color line
drawings show patient care procedures. Updates ensure
that you are current with the Fundamentals and Patient
Care sections of the ASRT core curriculum guidelines.
New and expanded coverage is added to the chapters
on critical thinking, radiographic imaging, vital signs,
professional ethics, and medical law. Student resources
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on a companion Evolve website help you master
procedures with patient care lab activities and review
questions along with 40 patient care videos.
The Fourth Edition of this text provides a clear
understanding of the physics principles essential to
getting maximum diagnostic value from the full range of
current and emerging imaging technologies. Updated
material added in areas such as x-ray generators (solidstate devices), xerography (liquid toner), CT scanners
(fast-imaging technology) and ultrasound (color Doppler).
This tenth edition of Selman’s The Fundamentals of
Imaging Physics and Radiobiology is the continuation of
a seminal work in radiation physics and radiation biology
first published by Joseph Selman, MD, in 1954 by
Charles C Thomas, Publisher, Ltd., Springfield, IL. Many
significant changes have been made in this tenth edition.
Color photographs and new illustrations have been
provided for several existing chapters and for the new
chapters in this book. Revisions and updates have been
completed for Chapters 1 through 28, whereas Chapters
29 to 33 are all new. The overall style of Doctor Selman
is still present, but, with any revision, the style of the
present author is also present. In essence, the author’s
raison d’être in revising this book was to better reflect
current radiology practice and to honor the work of
Doctor Selman. Topics discussed in this textbook deal
with the physics of x-radiation, the biological interaction
of radiation with matter, and all aspects of imaging
equipment and technology commonly found in the
modern radiology department. The chapter on computed
tomography (CT) has been heavily revised and updated.
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Protective measures regarding radiation safety and
radiation hazards for workers and patients are thoroughly
discussed and new chapters on dual energy x-ray
absorptiometry (DXA), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), ultrasound (US), fusion and molecular imaging
have been added. This book will be very helpful to
students about to take the ARRT (R) registry
examination, but it is not a registry review book per se.
This book also serves as a good overview of radiologic
imaging physics for radiographers and other medical
professionals.
This text is an invaluable, comprehensive data reference
for anyone involved in health physics or radiation safety.
This new edition addresses the specific data
requirements of health physicists, with data presented in
large tables, including the latest NCRP
recommendations, which are tabulated and given in both
SI and traditional units for ease of use. Although portions
of these data can be obtained from various internet sites,
many are obscure, difficult to navigate and/or have
conflicting information for even the most common data,
such as specific gamma ray constants. This new edition
compiles all essential data in this vast field into one userfriendly, authoritative source. It also offers a website with
full-text search capability. Markets include radiation
safety, medical physics and nuclear medicine
This book summarizes basic knowledge of atomic,
nuclear, and radiation physics that professionals need for
efficient and safe use of ionizing radiation. Concentrating
on the underlying principles of radiation physics, it covers
prerequisite knowledge for medical physics courses on
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the graduate and post-graduate levels, providing the link
between elementary physics on the one hand and the
intricacies of the medical physics specialties on the
other.
Imaging modalities in radiology produce ever-increasing
amounts of data which need to be displayed, optimized,
analyzed and archived: a "big data" as well as an "image
processing" problem. Computer programming skills are
rarely emphasized during the education and training of
medical physicists, meaning that many individuals enter
the workplace without the ability to efficiently solve many
real-world clinical problems. This book provides a
foundation for the teaching and learning of programming
for medical physicists and other professions in the field
of Radiology and offers valuable content for novices and
more experienced readers alike. It focuses on providing
readers with practical skills on how to implement
MATLAB® as an everyday tool, rather than on solving
academic and abstract physics problems. Further, it
recognizes that MATLAB is only one tool in a medical
physicist’s toolkit and shows how it can be used as the
"glue" to integrate other software and processes
together. Yet, with great power comes great
responsibility. The pitfalls to deploying your own software
in a clinical environment are also clearly explained. This
book is an ideal companion for all medical physicists and
medical professionals looking to learn how to utilize
MATLAB in their work. Features Encompasses a wide
range of medical physics applications in diagnostic and
interventional radiology Advances the skill of the reader
by taking them through real-world practical examples
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and solutions with access to an online resource of
example code The diverse examples of varying difficulty
make the book suitable for readers from a variety of
backgrounds and with different levels of programming
experience.
This book begins with the basic terms and definitions
and takes a student, step by step, through all areas of
medical physics. The book covers radiation therapy,
diagnostic radiology, dosimetry, radiation shielding, and
nuclear medicine, all at a level suitable for
undergraduates. This title not only describes the basics
concepts of the field, but also emphasizes numerical and
mathematical problems and examples. Students will find
An Introduction to Medical Physics to be an indispensible
resource in preparations for further graduate studies in
the field.
Introduction to Radiological Physics and Radiation
DosimetryJohn Wiley & Sons
A new, comprehensively updated edition of the
acclaimed textbook by F.H. Attix (Introduction to
Radiological Physics and Radiation Dosimetry) taking
into account the substantial developments in dosimetry
since its first edition. This monograph covers charged
and uncharged particle interactions at a level consistent
with the advanced use of the Monte Carlo method in
dosimetry; radiation quantities, macroscopic behaviour
and the characterization of radiation fields and beams
are covered in detail. A number of chapters include
addenda presenting derivations and discussions that
offer new insight into established dosimetric principles
and concepts. The theoretical aspects of dosimetry are
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given in the comprehensive chapter on cavity theory,
followed by the description of primary measurement
standards, ionization chambers, chemical dosimeters
and solid state detectors. Chapters on applications
include reference dosimetry for standard and small fields
in radiotherapy, diagnostic radiology and interventional
procedures, dosimetry of unsealed and sealed
radionuclide sources, and neutron beam dosimetry. The
topics are presented in a logical, easy-to-follow
sequence and the text is supplemented by numerous
illustrative diagrams, tables and appendices. For senior
undergraduate- or graduate-level students and
professionals.
An excellent introduction to the basic concepts of nuclear
medicine physics This Third Edition of Essentials of
Nuclear Medicine Physics and Instrumentation expands
the finely developed illustrated review and introductory
guide to nuclear medicine physics and instrumentation.
Along with simple, progressive, highly illustrated topics,
the authors present nuclear medicine-related physics
and engineering concepts clearly and concisely. Included
in the text are introductory chapters on relevant atomic
structure, methods of radionuclide production, and the
interaction of radiation with matter. Further, the text
discusses the basic function of the components of
scintillation and non-scintillation detector systems. An
information technology section discusses PACs and
DICOM. There is extensive coverage of quality control
procedures, followed by updated chapters on radiation
safety practices, radiation biology, and management of
radiation accident victims. Clear and concise, this new
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edition of Essentials of Nuclear Medicine Physics and
Instrumentation offers readers: Four new chapters
Updated coverage of CT and hybrid scanning systems:
PET/CT and SPECT/CT Fresh discussions of the latest
technology based on solid state detectors and new
scanner designs optimized for dedicated cardiac imaging
New coverage of PACs and DICOM systems Expanded
coverage of image reconstruction and processing
techniques New material on methods of image display
Logically structured and clearly written, this is the book of
choice for anyone entering the field of nuclear medicine,
including nuclear medicine residents and fellows, cardiac
nuclear medicine fellows, and nuclear medicine
technology students. It is also a handy quick-reference
guide for those already working in the field of nuclear
physics.
Provides a concise overview of the field of radiology
physics and its application in everyday practice. Covers
complete range of radiology techniques from basic to
more complex. Radiological images and illustrations
enhance learning.
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